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SOFT: Smooth OPC Fixing Technique for ECO Process Hongbo Zhang∗, Zheng Shi Institute of VLSI Design, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China, 310027 ABSTRACT SOFT (Smooth OPC Fixing Technique) is a new OPC flow developed from the basic OPC framework. It provides a new method to reduce the computation cost and complexities of ECO-OPC (Engineering Change Order - Optical Proximity Correction). In this paper, we introduce polygon comparison to extract the necessary but possibly lost fragmentation and offset information of previous post-OPC layout. By reusing these data, we can start the modification on each segment from a more accurate initial offset. In addition, the fragmentation method in the boundary of the patch in the previous OPC process is therefore available for engineers to stitch the regional ECO-OPC result back to the whole post-OPC layout seamlessly. For the ripple effect in the OPC, by comparing each segment’s movement in each loop, we much free the fixing speed from the limitation of patch size. We handle layout remodification, especially in three basic kinds of ECO-OPC processes, while maintaining other design closure. Our experimental results show that, by utilizing the previous post-OPC layout, full-chip ECO-OPC can realize an over 5X acceleration and the regional ECO-OPC result can also be stitched back into the whole layout seamlessly with the ripple effect of the lithography interaction. Keywords: RET, OPC, ECO, SOFT, Smooth OPC Fixing Technique



1.



INTRODUCTION



While following the Moore’s Law and keeping shrinking the critical dimension (CD), people are always challenging themselves to design more complex and enormous circuit. When 90nm and 65nm technologies are widely used in the IC industry, yet optical lithography with 193nm wavelength brings us a big problem to maintain reliability of manufacturing. To overcome this barrier, various ways including chemical and physical methods are adopted to ensure design features being precisely manufactured. Among these methods, Resolution Enhancement Technology (RET) plays a significant role [1] [2], which mainly includes Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) and Phase-Shifting Mask (PSM). OPC is a process to modify the shape of original instances in the layout, therefore to adjust the intensity on wafer during lithography and force the exposed shapes similar to the original instances. These OPC operations include rule-based corrections and more computationally intensive model-based corrections, the second of which is necessary in manufacturing ICs under 130nm nodes. As well as the obvious benefit of adoption of OPC, its long running time and the lack of adaptability are time to time testing people’s patience. Model-based OPC tools perform long time simulation iteratively to obtain accurate corrections. In addition, because a change in the post-OPC layout in a point will cause optical intensity change in its surrounding area like a ripple, OPC usually has to be redone in a large area even the whole layer. Moreover, OPC is not a guaranteed convergent process, which means we should not expect the process will automatically stop until we set up the stop point. So to redo OPC for a failure may probably bring unpredictable errors in other places. All these critical obstacles between design and manufacturing have unacceptable impacts upon manufacturing turn-around time and product time-to-market, which should be solved before the Design for Manufacturability (DFM) can be smoothly brought into practice. Researchers have developed several methods to address the problems above. Amyn and Peyman [3] improved ILT (Inverse Lithography Technique) with a Penalty Term to reduce the complexity of mask layout, while keeping the optimization target. Fragmenting the layout into grids, they use optimization techniques to determine each pixel’s value. Based on reconfigurable OPC [5] [9], a new flow is provided to use reconfiguration OPC to reduce the run time by reusing the OPC result of polygon pattern. Especially in [9], Morse specified the fixing process and provided a new approach to process ECO-OPC. With matrix-OPC, Cobb and Granik [7] qualified the resolution impact of each segments of the polygons within MEEF matrix and therefore the difficulty is transferred to the setup of the matrix. In [8], a new thought is provided to reuse the previous post-OPC layout regionally for ECO and therefore to reach an acceleration. ∗
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In this paper, we present SOFT - a new OPC flow which can easily satisfy the requirements of ECO process. In Section 2, we described the basic idea of SOFT, which contains three parts – the classification of ECO which is firstly developed from [9], the fixing and layout change analysis, and the ripple effect analysis. In Section 3, we describe the details of the algorithm and flow, including polygon comparison, initialization and correction step. In Section 4, experiments are presented and analyzed.



2.



BASIC IDEA



2.1 Classification of ECO-OPC A typical OPC process begins with the development of lithography process models and an OPC recipe. When people are talking about ECO process in OPC, they mainly focus on three kinds of situations or errors [9]. To illustrate our process more conveniently and clearly, we rewrite those classifications as following: 1) Recipe/Model Fix: When we use the recipe and the lithography model to fragmentize polygons, simulate the printed shape and adjust the offset of each segment, if there are some shape patterns can not pass the lithography rule check (LRC), we should be able to change the recipe and lithography model locally while remaining the rest of the postOPC layout, or even globally. Sometimes the mission should be finished when the former full-chip recipe is missing, which may happen when we change fab. 2) Pre-OPC Layout Fix: This situation happens in the manufacturing turn-around and DFM test. When the layout has to be changed for design changes, errors or IP updates, we should change the post-OPC layout following the preOPC layout. 3) Post-OPC Layout Fix: For the manufacturers, there exists a situation that some modifications should follow the rule or experience rather than model. From hotspot detection, certain polygon patterns in post-OPC Layout are found and replaced following rules. Then their surroundings need to be changed with the model and ripple effect. 2.2 Fixing and Layout Change Analysis Any global fixing involves the risk of creating new errors. Ideally, the iterative adjustment of OPC models and recipes will eventually create the best possible OPC solution. However, for an aim of early tape-out, people have to stop the iteration before global optimization being obtained. Limiting the OPC involved range will significantly minimize the optimization time and also minimize the chance of other mistakes. Figure 1 shows a 90nm post-OPC layout, the corresponding layout after adding a polygon and the difference of these two post-OPC layouts, which is limited to a small area and happens on a small number of segments. However, although the ripple effect is limited in a region, how big the region is and which segment will be affected is hard to predict.



a) Previous post-OPC layout



b) Present post-OPC layout after adding a polygon



c) The difference of the two post-OPC layouts



Figure 1: The comparison of post-OPC layout. Figure 1(a) is a 90nm post-OPC layout. After adding a polygon in the preOPC layout, the post-OPC layout can be seen in figure 1(b). The difference of the two post-OPC layouts is slight, as we can see from figure 1(c).



In figure 2, we provide two cases of post-OPC layouts, which undergo different processes. The difference is obvious, but both of them are already following the same variation trend. So this similarity can be used when people change models or recipes, which mostly help to set initial offsets in the new ECO-OPC process.



a) Post-OPC layout with 193nm model



b) Post-OPC layout with 248nm model



Figure 2: The different results of a layout with different recipes and models.



2.3 Ripple Effect Analysis The optical intensity calculation is based on convolution operation between the kernels and mask. As an example of the most significant kernel in lithography model shown in Figure 3, except the center, in the other part the amplitude of the kernel is almost zero. Therefore, after the convolution, the influence of a change is very limited.



Figure 3: Zero-order kernel of a lithography model. The process parameters are Lambda: 193nm, Ambit: 2064nm and Illumination Mode: Annular



After the fragmentation process, the ideal situation is that we can pick up the segments to be modified beforehand. However which segment’s position will be changed is influenced by the ripple effect as shown in figure 4. When we change polygon A, even the direct influence range is limited to A’s Impact Area, which is equal or less than Ambit Area due to the optical model, but once polygon B is changed, in B’s Impact Area, C and D may probably continue to change. This so-called ripple effect can be stopped at E, only when C’s and D’s change will not make the E’s shape modified. F will no longer need to be checked because no other polygons can affect it. So we can mark the polygon with three basic kinds as following: z



TOUCHED: the polygons which are necessary to be checked in the ECO-OPC process, like B and C;



z



UNTOUCHED: the polygons which are definitely unmodified in the ECO process, like F;



z



UNCERTAIN: the polygons whose states are not sure at present and depend on the states of TOUCHED polygons, like D and E.



Figure 4: Impact Diagram. Polygon B and C are in the Impact Range of A, so they have to be checked when A is modified. And once B or C is modified in consequence, other polygons will continue to be checked.



In practice, the OPC process modifies the polygon’s shape one by one on each segment, and the impact range of each segment may be smaller than that of the whole polygon, especially for the snake-like polygon. In consequence, instead of the polygons’ impact area, we can examine the segments’ and mark each segments with the tags – TOUCHED, UNTOUCHED and UNCERTAIN. In iterations of the ECO process, we only do the layout modification of the segment with TOUCHED tag, and step over the other segments. If one segment is modified in one iteration loop, then the surrounding segments within an Impact Range will be marked TOUCHED dynamically. If one segment’s offset does not change in one loop of the iterations and it is not in the Impact Range of other changed segments as well, we will change this segment’s tag to UNCERTAIN, and save run time of this segment in next loop. The prediction is therefore made in this way. Theoretically, the ECO process would automatically stop when none of the segments is marked as TOUCHED. But in practice, we still need a recipe to limit the maximum iterations.



3.



ALGORITHM AND FLOW



3.1 Working flow The whole process is illustrated in figure 5. Reading Layout



Polygon Comparison Pretreatment Initialization



Optical Intensity Calculation and Segment Movement Correction



Tag change Finished?



End



Figure 5: SOFT work flow. The main innovation is on the step of Polygon Comparison, Initialization and Tag change



3.2 Polygon Comparison Polygon Comparison is a step to extract the segments and offsets from previous post-OPC layout. We illustrate this step in figure 6:



Figure 6: Segmentation Matching and Offset Initialization. From the corresponding vertexes O and A’ and along the edge of the layouts, we find a discontinuous point B”, the corresponding segment point B and the offset of the segment BC. If the edge has to be fragmentized anew on points, such as M and N, the new segment’s offset can be set to be the average of the relevant offsets.



After we setup a library of the segments and their offset, we could use the information on the initialization step. 3.3 Initialization In traditional initialization step, we use the recipe rules to fragmentize the polygon. Segments will be fragmentized differently from pervious when the surrounding or the recipe is changed. Engineers can specify the region where to use the previous fragmentation method, and where not to. Usually, we change the fragmentation methods in the center of the modification region and keep other segments unchanged, while letting all the offset change freely. So the stitch is therefore realized and the modification is also seamless in the transition region to achieve a smooth fixing effect. Furthermore, we also need to specify the tasks into a combination of the three basic situations of ECO-OPC process. The TOUCHED, UNCERTAIN and UNTOUCHED tags can be marked on segments based on the mark rules. Initialization Step will work in two kinds of mode – the Local Initialization Mode and the Full-chip Initialization Mode. In the Local Initialization Mode, we mark each segment with the initial tag as following: a)



Recipe/Model Fix: all the segments in the region which is processed anew and the surrounding segments in an Impact Range should be marked TOUCHED, and others UNCERTAIN.



b) Pre-OPC Layout Fix: only the segments on the modification and their surrounding segments within an Impact Range should be marked TOUCHED, and others UNCERTAIN. c)



Post-OPC Layout Fix: the modification part should be marked UNTOUCHED, and their surrounding segments within an Impact Range should be marked TOUCHED, and others UNCERTAIN.



In the Full-chip Initialization Mode, all the segments are set to be TOUCHED, except those we pick up and do not want to move, before the first loop of the iteration. During the Initialization Step, the polygons would be fragmentized, the initial offset of the segments should be calculated and tags in the first loop are to be marked. When we finished these tasks in the Initialization Step, we unify various ECO-OPC processes into one unique Correction Step, and provide the precondition of dynamical change of the layout. 3.4 Correction The Correction Step is developed from the traditional OPC process. We calculate the optical intensity of the sample point on each segment, and move the segment based on the value one by one. Iteration is needed, because the later movement may cause the former movement inaccurate.



Because the UNCERTAIN and UNTOUCHED segments are not necessary to be moved, the calculation of their offset will be saved. These unmoved segments work as environment during the calculation of the new position of the TOUCHED segment. If a segment does not change its position in a loop, we can temporally consider this segment has been modified probably and mark them as UNCERTAIN. Once a segment change takes place, the surrounding UNCERTAIN segments in the Impact Range will be marked as TOUCHED, which indicates these segments’ environment has changed and therefore they may need an examination or even a modification in next loop. This process can not eliminate the convergence problem, but this is very practical to skip the useless calculations and accelerate the OPC process, and so that, increase the maximum iterations when each loop time is reduced. The basic Algorithm of the Correction Step in figure 5 is complex, which contains the Optical Intensity Calculation, Segment Movement and Tag Change. Because the Optical Intensity Calculation and Segment movement are exactly the traditional process, here we only emphasize the algorithm of Tag change as in the following table: OPC CORRECTION STEP Step 1: If the present segment is UNTOUCHED or UNCERTAIN, go to Step 5 Step 2: Calculate each TOUCHED segment’s offset Step 3: If the previous and present offsets are the same Mark the segment UNCERTAIN Go to Step 5 Step 4: Else if the previous and present offset are different Mark the surrounding segments CHANGED Set the segment to the anew calculated offset Step 5: If there is any segment not been checked Go to Step 1 with next segment Step 6: If no CHANGED segment exists FINISHED Step 7: Mark all segments, which surround the CHANGED segments within the Impact Range, TOUCHED Step 8: If maximum iteration time reaches FINISHED Step 9: ELSE go to Step 1 with next loop Table 1: Algorithm of OPC Correction Step. The Tag change is highlighted and the tag of CHANGED is introduced to help the process.



4.



EXPERIMENT AND RESULT



We use the poly layer of a 0.4725 mm×0.2212 mm, 90nm design to test SOFT. In the example of Pre-OPC Layout Fix, we add some features to the original design as shown in figure 7. Figure 8 shows that after SOFT, the added feature and its environment changes. The nearer a segment is to the feature, the more obviously the segment changes. And the simulation diagram shows the modified post-OPC layout has already satisfied the EPE requirement.



Figure 7: The Pre-OPC Layout Fix. We add a square in the layout, and then process the Pre-OPC Layout Fix.



a) Different Post-OPC Layouts



b) Simulation Result



Figure 8: The SOFT correction and simulation results on the modified pre-OPC layout region. In figure 8(a), the circles point out the differences of the pre and post ECO process layouts. Figure 8(b) is the simulation result of the ECO-OPC process.



In this experiment, we use the traditional OPC tool and SOFT to run the same example above. We set the SOFT in two modes: Local Initialization and Full-chip Initialization. The results of both modes are almost the same, but the process and run time contrast significantly. We list the EPE and Run Time of each loop in the table 3 and 4 below.



Loop time Initialization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Traditional OPC 7097.59 3291.82 1785.46 662.10 517.19 428.07 456.59 388.40



EPE (Edge Placement Error) SOFT (Local Initialization) 433.45 403.74 386.92 386.84 386.83 386.84 386.84 386.84



SOFT (Full-chip Initialization) 433.45 385.82 375.12 371.98 373.30 375.49 376.37 375.34



Table 3: The EPE Comparison in the Traditional OPC and SOFT with two kinds of modes: The difference of the convergence speed is significant.



Loop time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sum



Traditional OPC 8.86 21.34 32.58 33.63 33.38 33.71 33.82 197.32



Run Time (s) SOFT (Local Initialization) 1.21 0.13 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 1.54



SOFT (Full-chip Initialization) 10.95 5.55 4.11 3.52 2.68 2.26 1.84 30.91



Table 4: The Run Time Comparison in the Traditional OPC and SOFT with two kinds of modes: The difference of the three is obvious.



In table 3, we can see that both the Local Initialization mode and the Full-chip Initialization mode match requirement. Following the ripple effect shown in figure 4, the EPE of the Local Initialization mode stopped changing after the Loop 5, which indicates an optimized status. In the Full-chip Initialization mode, except the new added square which started from the very beginning, the other parts of the layout actually resume the previous OPC process. So the even the Full-chip Initialization mode use more time than the Local Initialization mode, but it brings the OPC process a more precise result. There is a trade-off in choosing between these work modes for time or for accuracy. Seen from the EPE in the Initialization step, SOFT fully uses the information of the previous post-OPC layout, which can be found in table 3. The initial EPE of SOFT is much smaller than the traditional OPC’s and indicates that initial position is more accurate. As shown in table 4, SOFT with Full Chip Initialization costs less and less time in each loop when the process is going on, which indicates that more and more segments are marked as UNCERTAIN, and less calculation is needed in each loop. We gather statistic data of the run time in large amount of experiments and show the trend in figure 9. It can be seen that when a practical result is got of the time, the Full-chip Initialization mode saved over 80% runtime and Local Initialization mode even reached a 130X speedup, while keeping or even improving the EPE.



Figure 9: Run time Comparison between Traditional OPC, SOFT in Full-chip Initialization Mode and in Local Initialization Mode of each loop. Usually, in Full-chip Initialization mode, a practical result is got after 10 loops.



In this paper, we set the Impact Range to be the Ambit for the convenience. But as the figure 3 shows, sometimes it is not necessary to make the Impact Range so big. So, if we can further minimize the Impact Range, we will save more time in our work.



5.



CONCLUSION



With SOFT, the modification of each segment is processed depending on the surrounding segments. The tool can determine which segment should be moved automatically and deal with ECO requirements simultaneously. With the reuse of the previous layout and dynamical change of segment marks on process, we accelerate the ECO-OPC process. What engineers should do is to choose between the two initialization modes to reach a better result depending on their need.
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